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AbstractThe solution of non-linear sets of algebraic equations is usually obtainedby the Newton's method, exhibiting quadratic convergence. For practicalsimulations, a signi�cant computational e�ort consists in the evaluation ofthe Jacobian matrices. In this paper, we propose and experiment variousmethods to speed the convergence process either by re-using informationfrom previous iterates or by by-passing the Jacobian evaluations.These methods are applied to the solution of hyperbolic PDE's arisingin CFD problems. A signi�cant improvement is obtained in terms of com-putation cost compared to the crude Newton's approach.1 MotivationThere exists a wide variety of numerical techniques to approximate the solutionof PDE's describing physical phenomena such as �nite di�erence, �nite volume,�nite element, spectral and residual distribution methods, just to name a few ofthem. In each of these methods the spatial operator is discretized using di�erentnumerical principles. However, after applying the spatial discretization operatoron the equations, all of them can be cast in the simple formdUdt = �R(U); (1)where the vector U = U(t) represents the spatial discretization of the solutionvector and R(U) is called the residual vector. If the transient phenomena are notof interests, (1) can be replaced by a set of non-linear algebraic equationsR(U) = 0: (2)However, in the absence of a su�cient initial approximation, Newton's methodapplied to (2) alone will generally not converge. Other methods like �xed pointmethods or globalization techniques such as trust region methods or line searchalgorithms are also likely to fail or to stagnate in a local minimum of kR(U)k [1, 2].The usual alternative is to keep (1) as a time dependent problem and to marchto the steady state by following the physical transient (see [3] and the referencestherein). More precisely, a backward Euler techniques leads to a set of non-linearalgebraic equations �U (k)�t(k) = �R(U (k+1)): (3)1Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department Computer Science, Celestijnenlaan, 200A,B{3001 Heverlee (Belgium), e-mail: denis@cs.kuleuven.ac.be1



The superscript k denotes the (non-linear) iteration number while �t(k) is the timestep and �U (k) = U (k+1)�U (k) is the correction to the approximate solution. Theright-hand-side is linearized by a Taylor expansion truncated to the �rst order.Hence, every non-linear iteration k requires the solution of a linear system of theform � 1�t(k) I + J (k)��U (k) = �R(U (k)); (4)where the matrix J (k) is the Jacobian evaluated at U (k). If the transient statesare not of interest, a local time stepping technique may be used. The numericalstability of the scheme requires a maximum time step controlled by a so-calledCFL number. Equation (4) is generalized in� 1(k)D(k) + J (k)��U (k) = �R(U (k)); (5)where the diagonal matrix D(k) contains the local time steps and (k) is the CFLnumber. In the following, the linear system (5) is also written byM (k)�U (k) = �R(k): (6)Usually, the matrix M (k) is large, sparse and non-symmetric. The GMRESmethod is the method of choice to solve (6), making use of a preconditioner tospeed-up convergence. Also, it is not necessary to solve (6) exactly and a mildconvergence criterion kM (k)�U (k) + R(k)k2 � � (k)kR(k)k2 is su�cient. If thethreshold � (k) remains constant, linear convergence is obtained. On the otherhand, for � (k) ! 0, the non-linear iteration converges super-linearly. Quadraticconvergence is obtained only if � (k) = 0 for all k � K where K is a constant. Werefer the reader to [2, 4, 5] and to the numerous references therein for a globalview of (non-) linear algebra for scienti�c computing.Finally, the Newton algorithm can be cast in the following form:Choose U (0), set k = 0.While kR(k)k2 is not small enoughEvaluate J (k), (k), : : :Solve iteratively M (k)�U (k) = �R(k)Set U (k+1) = U (k) +�U (k)k = k + 1EndIn the sequel, we try to understand the convergence of the outer (non-linear) andinner (linear) iterations to derive the computational requirements of the method.We then focus on some speci�c techniques to improve the performance. Accelera-tions are illustrated with two examples arising in MHD computations.2



2 Mathematical FrameworkThe ultimate goal of acceleration techniques is to provide a gain in computationtime. To understand where performance can be improved, we decompose a simula-tion in \computational tasks" and try quantify them. Every task can be measuredin ops by code instrumentation or simply in seconds. Flops counts alone can givelittle information since the speci�city of the computer (BLAS, cache e�ects, ...) isnot considered. Real timings provide better accuracy (it takes the quality of thecoding into account) but are not machine independent.In every non-linear iteration, the cost can roughly be divided in the set-upcost and the solution cost. The set-up cost consists in the construction of thematrix M (k) and of the preconditioner. The solution cost is proportional to thenumber of linear iterations where every iteration requires the application of thepreconditioner, a matrix{vector product and some other vector updates2. Let thefunction Cxx denote the cost of a particular operation. We writeCnon�lin = Cset�up + ni Csol;where ni represents the number of linear iterations. The right-hand-side can befurther decomposed byCset�up = Cjac + Cprec;Csol = Cappl + Cmult + Cother :If the simulation requires nnl non-linear iterations, the total cost is given byCtotal = nnl Cnon�lin:The above expressions are only approximations. For clarity, we have deliberatelyomitted some tasks such as I/O, evaluation of R(k), ... However, these tasksrepresent very little compared to the other ones.The costs Cxx can be considered for the entire simulation or as an averageover all nnl non-linear iterations of the simulations. When we need to refer to aparticular non-linear iteration, we will use the superscript (k). Hence, we may alsowrite ni = 1nnl nnlXk=1 n(k)i :Timings di�er with the method that is used to solve the problem. When it isnecessary to specify the method, a second superscript is used. For example, C(k;or)solrefers to the solution time of the linear system at the kth non-linear iteration, usingthe original (or Newton's) method. Alternatively, the superscripts (jf), (sham),(cfl), and (bg) refer to the Jacobian free, Shamanskii, CFL and bi-grid methods.2To be exact, the orthogonalization step in GMRES is also proportional to ni which meansthat the solution cost is proportional to n2i . We neglect this fact.3



3 Test casesIn the following, we consider two test cases, a bow shock and a nozzle ow problemfor the solution of the ideal MHD equations:Nozzle ow : We consider the simple test case of a hypersonic ow through aconverging diverging nozzle (Fig. 1a). Uniform ow enters the nozzle fromthe left and leaves it at the right. The ow is fully superfast in the nozzle.The bottom boundary is a symmetric boundary. At the top of the nozzle weimpose perfectly conducting inviscid wall boundary conditions. Initially, thefollowing uniform ow �eld is prescribed: density � = 1:5, momentum vector�v = (4; 0; 0), magnetic �eld vector B = (2; 0; 0) and total energy densityE = 14:9. The grid contains 5712 cells and 3015 nodes.Bow shock ow : 2D bow shock ow simulations serve as basic building blocksof hypersonic blunt body simulations in hydrodynamics and of space phys-ics applications in MHD. This includes bow shock simulations over planets,comets or coronal mass ejections. Because of symmetry, we only simulate theow �eld over the upper left quadrant of a cylinder, and the solution is sym-metric with respect to the horizontal axis (Fig. 1b). Initially we impose thefollowing uniform ow �eld: density � = 1, momentum vector �v = (6; 0; 0),magnetic �eld vector B = (0:5; 0; 0), total energy density E = 19:625. Thegrid contains 6152 cells and 3203 nodes.

(a) (b)Figure 1: Grids used for the experiments with the acceleration techniques: (a)Nozzle, (b) Bow shock detail.Simulations have been obtained using the RA code developed by �Arp�ad Cs��kusing the residual uctuation splitting method [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The linear systemsare solved with a GMRES(30) using a block ILU preconditioner using a threshold� (k) = 10�2. Convergence is obtained when the norm of the residual kR(U)k2is smaller than 10�15 for the Nozzle and 10�7 for the Bow shock problem. Forboth problems, the CFL number is controlled by an exponential strategy. Timing4



results and the iteration counts are given in Table 1 for the two problems on a SunSparc Ultra. For each test case, the �rst column corresponds to the total CPU timeneeded, the second column gives the average time per non-linear iterations and thethird column presents results per linear iteration (when they have a meaning).Bow shock NozzleTotal Non-Lin Linear Total Non-Lin Linearnnl 137 1 20 1ni 792 5.8 1 245 12.2 1Ctotal 4134.5 30.2 697.0 34.9Cnon�lin 4111.7 30.0 681.9 34.1Cset�up 3493.6 25.5 547.0 27.4Cjac 3133.6 22.9 490.3 24.5Cprec 241.2 1.8 38.3 1.9Csol 380.2 2.8 0.48 95.0 4.7 0.38Cmult 100.8 0.7 0.13 27.1 1.3 0.11Cappl 189.0 1.4 0.24 50.5 2.5 0.21Table 1: Original timings.The Bow shock problem is solved in 4134s while the Nozzle problem uses 697s.It takes roughly 30s (resp. 34s) per non-linear iteration among which 25 (resp.27s) is spent in the set-up time. Average timings for the set-up are equivalentfor both problems since they have approximately the same number of unknowns.On the other hand, the average solution time per non-linear iteration is di�erent.Indeed, the Nozzle problem requires twice as many linear iterations (12.2 versus5.8) because the linear systems are more di�cult to solve.4 Acceleration TechniquesLet us assume that the Jacobian matrix is computed numerically by �nite di�er-ences. For a carefully chosen step h, the ith column of J is given byJ(:; i) ' R(U + hei)�R(U)h ; (7)where the vector ei is the unit vector. The choice of h is sensitive. It should besmall enough as to provide a meaningful approximate of the derivatives but notto small as to result in cancellation. The optimal value of h is in O(p�) where � isthe precision with which the function R(�) can be evaluated. If machine accuracycan be obtained, we have � = 10�16. Of course, the value of h also depends on Uiand [1] suggests to useh = sign(Ui)�p��maxnjUij; �o ;where � is a threshold added to avoid taking values of h too close to zero.5



Using (7), the evaluation of the entire Jacobian matrix of size n�n would thusrequire n+1 function evaluations. Of course, since the solution U is approximatedby a piecewise linear functions with compact supports, it su�ces to evaluate localperturbations. For example, in a two-dimensional MHD computation, the cellsare de�ned by three nodes, each of them containing 8 variables. Hence, in everycell, 3 � 8 = 24 local perturbations need to be computed. The assembly of theperturbations is similar to 24 global function evaluations.In many practical simulations, the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix corres-ponds to a signi�cant portion of the total CPU time. For the test cases (Table 1),more than 70% are taken in these evaluations. Acceleration techniques must thenconcentrate in ways to by-pass the Jacobian evaluations or to re-use informationfrom previous time steps. Some of these ideas are detailed below.4.1 Jacobian FreeThe basic idea comes from the fact that a matrix{vector producty = Jx ' R(U + hx)�R(U)h ;can be obtained without evaluating the Jacobian matrix J (in this case, the valueof h must be scaled by kxk�11 ). Comparing the cost of a Jacobian evaluation (24function evaluations for MHD) and of a matrix{vector product (1 function evalu-ation), we can directly conclude that a matrix-free implementation is advantageousif the number of linear iterations ni does not exceed 24.The previous statement is a little crude and deserves several comments. First,in a matrix-free method, the usual preconditioners can not be used since they needthe coe�cients of the matrix. One can either rely on other type of preconditionerssuch as multigrid or polynomial preconditioners or one can also discard the pre-conditioning step. If there is no preconditioner, additional computation time issaved (Cprec and Cappl). The price to pay is that more linear iterations are needed.Let the superscript (jf) denote the Jacobian-free method while (or) stands for theoriginal method. For a particular non-linear iteration k, ifC(or)set�up + n(k;or)i C(or)sol � C(jf)set�up + n(k;jf)i C(jf)sol ' n(k;jf)i C(jf)mult (8)then a matrix-free method is faster. Of course, it is di�cult to estimate the numberof iterations n(k;or)i and n(k;jf)i in advance.Fortunately, it is still possible to use a matrix-free method with signi�cantsavings. To understand why, one must realize that n(k)i is an increasing functionof k: A time-stepping strategy is used where the time steps grow with the non-linear iteration number. Hence, at the beginning of the iterations, the matrixM (k) has large diagonal components and is well conditioned. As a result, theactual value of n(k)i is small. As the iteration proceeds, the conditioning of thematrix degrades and more linear iterations are required to solve the system. Thischaracteristic is reinforced if an inexact Newton strategy is used that decreases� (k) as convergence occurs. The typical evolution of n(k)i is pictured in Fig. 2 forthe Bow shock problem. 6
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Figure 2: Evolution of n(k)i as a function of the non-linear iteration k for theNewton's method with or without a preconditioning step.Since n(k)i is increasing, it su�ces to use the matrix-free alternative as longas a gain is obtained (based on (8)) and to switch to the original method (withJacobian evaluation). Two algorithms can be de�ned based on the above ideas:Alg 1. : Iteration k = 1 is executed by evaluating the Jacobian matrix and theset-up cost C(or)set�up is measured. The next iterations use a matrix-free al-gorithm and monitor C(jf)sol . When the cost of the linear system exceeds themeasured set-up cost, the algorithm switches to the original method. Thiscorresponds to (8) with n(k;or)i set to zero.Alg 2. : If the equation to be solved is known, we can estimate the ratio C(or)jacover C(jf)mult (around 24 for the 2D MHD equations). Hence, we decide to stopthe matrix-free method whenn(k;jf)i > C(or)jacC(jf)mult ' 24:In practice, a value somewhat larger than 24 may be used to account for theother terms such as C(or)prec, ... A value of 27 was measured experimentally.Table 2 presents timings results obtained with the matrix-free method for thetwo test cases using Alg 1. The Jacobian-free method ends at iteration k = 5 forthe Nozzle and at iteration k = 40 for the Bow shock problem. As mentionedearlier, the linear systems of the Nozzle are di�cult and the Jacobian-free methodcan not be used very long. With the Bow shock, the time steps remain small fora long period and the Jacobian free method is e�ective for many iterations.A reduction of 10% of Ctotal is obtained for both test cases. As expected, theset-up cost decreases but the solution time grows. This is due to the additionalnumber of iterations (no preconditioning is used with the matrix-free) and to thelarger cost of the matrix-vector products (0.49s versus 0.13s for the Bow shock).7



Bow shock NozzleTotal Non-Lin Linear Total Non-Lin Linearnnl 137 1 19 1ni 1313 9.6 296 15.6 1Ctotal 3814.5 27.8 665.0 35.0Cnon�lin 3791.5 27.6 649.5 34.5Cset�up 2647.3 19.3 436.3 22.9Cjac 2342.3 17.1 387.8 20.4Cprec 184.7 1.3 28.4 1.5Csol 903.4 6.6 0.69 173.0 9.1 0.59Cmult 641.3 4.7 0.49 109.2 5.7 0.37Cappl 164.1 1.3 0.13 44.1 2.3 0.15Table 2: Jacobian-free timings.With Alg. 1, the �rst iteration is \wasted" to obtain an estimate of C(or)set�up.Alg. 2 does not have this drawback but it requires some knowledge of the PDE.Both algorithms provide better performance when the linear threshold is large.In actual implementations, it is e�ective to use � (k;jf) ' 10�1. Another experi-ments with this latter values showed no degradation of the non-linear convergencewhile the total time dropped to 3150s for the Bow shock. Indeed, fewer iterationsare performed in solution of the linear systems and, therefore, the matrix-freeimplementation could be used until k = 72, providing an additional gain.4.2 Shamanskii methodIn the Newton's method, the Jacobian matrix is evaluated at every iteration. Onthe other hand, the secant method evaluates the Jacobian matrix at the �rstiteration only and sets J (k) = J (0). The Shamanskii method constitutes a trade-o� where the evaluation is performed every few iterations. If s is a typical step,we have J (k) = � @R@U (U (k)) if mod(k; s) = 0J (k�1) otherwise.Therefore, the Jacobian is evaluated at iterations 0, s, 2s, ... On average we havethen C(sham)jac = 1s C(or)jac :An additional advantage with this method is that the linear systems are solvedwith multiple right-hand-sides. In the context of Krylov subspaces methods, itis thus possible to use spectral information from previous subspaces to solve thecurrent systemthus reducing Csol.With the Shamanskii method, the problem lies in the determination of s. Usinga large value of s reduces the Jacobian cost but increases the total number of non-linear iterations since the asymptotic convergence rate is smaller. In other cases,using previous Jacobian matrices does not provide e�ective descent directions andthe iteration may result in a breakdown.8



Table 3 presents performance results when the Jacobian matrix is evaluatedevery two iterations (s = 2). For the Nozzle problem, almost the same number ofnon-linear iterations is needed. This provides a reduction of 40% in the total time.The solution of the Bow shock problem could not be obtained with the currentvalues of the CFL strategy. With a \slower" strategy, the Bow shock problemrequires 25% more non-linear iterations. However, since the average set-up timeis halved compared to the original method, the Shamanskii method still providesa 20% reduction. Bow shock NozzleTotal Non-Lin Linear Total Non-Lin Linearnnl 172 1 21 1ni 889 5.2 1 246 11.7 1Ctotal 3251.8 18.9 427.7 27.2Cnon�lin 3228.5 18.7 411.6 23.9Cset�up 2427.7 14.1 281.2 17.0Cjac 2106.3 12.2 243.4 14.9Cprec 159.54 0.9 19.9 0.9Csol 478.0 2.8 0.53 94.7 4.5 0.39Cmult 124.05 0.7 0.14 27.5 1.3 0.11Cappl 242.04 1.4 0.27 51.0 2.4 0.21Table 3: Timings obtained with the Shamanskii method (s = 2).The Shamanskii method is a powerful alternative to the pure Newton's methodbut it may su�ers from slow convergence or even breakdown of the method if thesuccessive Jacobian matrices are \far" from each other. A robust method wouldthus choose dynamically to recompute the Jacobian matrices. For example, if theiterate is close to the solution, it can be advantageous to switch to a Newton'smethod (how to measure the distance to a solution is discussed in [11]). Similarly,if the new direction �U (k;sham) = M (k�1)�1R(k) is not a descent direction, wemay choose to discard it and compute �U (k;or) = M (k)�1R(k).4.3 Optimal CFL numberIn the above test cases, the CFL number is controlled by an exponential law. Thischoice is quite satisfactory for the Nozzle ow but it is severely sub-optimal forthe Bow shock problem. Indeed, small CFL numbers must be taken as long asthe shock is not correctly placed which limits the growth of the exponential. Con-sequently, at the end of the computation, the value of the CFL remains relativelysmall and super-linear convergence of Newton's method does not appear.By using a better strategy for the determination of the CFL number, almost10% reduction in CPU time can be achieved. We refer the interested reader to [11]for more details and present only the main results in Table 4.For the Bow shock problem, a 15% improvement of the number of non-lineariterations is achieved. Of course, the computation cost per iteration remains9



Bow shock NozzleTotal Non-Lin Linear Total Non-Lin Linearnnl 118 1 19 1ni 669 5.7 1 225 11.8 1Ctotal 3883.7 32.9 772.0 38.7Cnon�lin 3860.4 32.7 756.8 39.8Cset�up 3261.5 27.6 620.0 32.6Cjac 2923.2 24.7 561.9 29.6Cprec 226.9 1.9 35.8 1.9Csol 367.8 3.1 0.55 90.9 4.8 0.40Cmult 94.5 0.8 0.14 25.7 1.4 0.12Cappl 191.2 1.6 0.29 49.2 2.6 0.22Table 4: Timings obtained with the optimal control of the CFL number.identical to Table 1. For the Nozzle problem, no improvement is obtained be-cause the exponential strategy already allows to take large time steps early in theiteration process.4.4 Bi-grid initial guessInitial guesses (a uniform ow �eld) are usually far from the solution and manyiterations are then needed before reaching the steady-state ow. If the transientstates are not of interest, these iterations constitute a waste of time. Hence, itproved advantageous to choose a better initial guess computed on a coaser gridand projected on the original grid. The cost of computing the inital guess isnot trivial but it remains modest for several reasons: (a) the problem size onthe coarser grid is much smaller than the size of the original problem, (b) littleaccuracy of the coarse solution is su�cient. Finally, since U (0) is only a guess, asimple linear interpolation can be used in the projection step. An additional bonuscomes when a good guess is used: the CFL strategy can be adpated to providefaster convergence. Indeed, even if a exponential law is considered, its growth canbe much larger since the iterates are already close to the solution.The test cases have been solved using a better initial guess. The coarse nozzlecontains 1912 cells and the coarse bow-shock has 1363 cells. For both problem,a threshold kR(k)k2 � 10�2kR(0)k2 was set. It took 9 iterations and 91s. for theNozzle and 45 iterations (238 s.) for the Bow shock to obtain the initial guess.Table 5 presents the timings results. It can be observed that the length of theinitial phase is e�ectively shortened and that the number of non-linear iterationsis reduced by 40%. As a result, the total cost (including the evaluation of theinitial guess) decreases by 30% compared to the original performance.Although this method seems powerful, it is more cumbersome to used it ef-fectively. Two grids are needed, many parameters need to be set. Also, it is notapplicable if the transient phenomena need to be captured.It does not appear that the choice of the coarse grid is very important. Similarexperiments have been conducted with other grids, or using recursively the idea10



Bow shock NozzleTotal Non-Lin Linear Total Non-Lin Linearnnl 80 1 14 1ni 592 7.4 1 204 14.6 1Ctotal 2744.7 31.8 554.0 38.7Cnon�lin 2524.1 31.6 448.8 31.4Cset�up 2114.6 26.4 348.0 24.9Cjac 1884.4 23.5 308.7 22.1Cprec 159.1 2.0 27.5 2.0Csol 266.8 3.3 0.45 77.1 5.6 0.37Cmult 72.5 0.9 0.12 22.6 1.6 0.11Cappl 139.4 1.7 0.24 41.5 3.0 0.20Table 5: Timings obtained using a initial guess projected from a coarse grid.from a very coarse grid to the �nest grid with multiple projection steps. Perform-ance were not signi�cantly better. Our interpretation is that the overall \shape"of the ow �eld matters and not the very tiny details. To this end, multiple gridsdo not help while very coarse grids are su�cient.5 Discussion and ConclusionIn the previous section, we have discussed several ideas to speed-up the compu-tation time of the Newton's algorithm. Of course, it is possible to combine someof the techniques. For example, the CFL strategy is independant of the othermethods. On the other hand, the Jacobian free and bi-grid methods are exclusive.Indeed, the matrix-free methods works best when small time steps are taken butstarting from a better initial guess enables to take large time steps directly.For the Nozzle problem, we have combined the bi-grid and the Shamanskiimethod with an optimal CFL while the initial guess is obtained with a Jabobianfree method on the coarser grid. Obtaining the initial guess requires now 76s andthe total computation time drops to 340s. This amounts to a 50% reduction ofthe total time.The same strategy has been applied to the Bow shock problem. The initialguess is obtained in 172s and 50 iterations are needed to reach the steady-statesolution of the �ne problem. The total time of 1115s is decreased by a factor 3.7compared to the Newton's method.In summary, we have experimented several methods to speed up the conver-gence process of Newton's method. The jacobian free method does not requirethe computation of the Jacobian but works only when the linear systems are wellconditioned. However, if memory is a limiting factor, a full Jacobian-free methodcan be applied, never requiring to allocate space to store the matrix. Of course,for an e�ective implementation, speci�c matrix-free preconditioners must be de-vised. This is is actually an open question but promising approaches have beenconducted towards polynomial and multigrid preconditioners.11
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